FUN | SWIM

Chania
Half Day
(4 Hours)

Every Day!
4 groups per day

Tours Start
from 08:30

SUP & SNORKELING
TOUR HIGHLIGHTS
.
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SCAN ME

Hotel Pick-up/Drop-Off
Sup Gear & Snorkeling Equipment
Free short Video & Pictures
Water & light Snack
Full Liability Insurance

More Info

Exercise in safe and refreshing sea area
Discover amazing spots by the sea
Great for Water Sports Lovers
Amateurs learn to SUP by instructor

SUP & SNORKELING
The Area

Indicative Time-Table
4 groups per day

Starting at: 08:30, 11:00, 13:30, 16:00

SUP & Snorkeling lasts 2 hours for
every group, you will have time to
take a shower and change your
clothes after the SUP has ended.

Enhance your traveling experience and get your body moving. Come and
see the western coast of Crete on a SUP board. Paddle around the most
crystal clear, turquoise waters and discover the amazing spots that not
even the locals know, guided by our experienced SUP instructors.

SUP around & SNORKELING
At first when you arrive, there is an introductory lesson where you learn the basics regarding the area and the safety
measures that should be taken. Additionally there is a course that talks you on how to paddle, how to stand up, how to turn
and how to stop.
We set course within the bay, explore the caves that lie hidden across the coastline, swim, take pictures, and go snorkeling.
We will provide you with all equipment (masks, snorkel, life jackets, paddleboards, paddles, leash lines) to safely enjoy the
tour around our coastline and record all these unique memories with our action cameras.

After the end of the tour, you have some time to prepare; You can take a shower and change clothes while we are taking care
of the SUP equipment that is left. After that we take you back home!

REMEMBER TO BRING!
→ Sun Cream (a lot!) → Sunglasses and Hat →Long-Sleeved Shirt for Sensitive skin
→ Towel and a second pair of clothes
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